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Executive summary : Extend the Distem emulator to add support for emulating storage performance ;
validate using experimental studies
Key technical skills required : interest (and willingness to learn about) for Software-Defined Storage
solutions, and deep & dirty technical stuff in Linux environments.

Research team name : Madynes
Research Unit : LORIA / Inria Nancy – Grand Est

Intern tutor : Lucas Nussbaum <lucas.nussbaum@loria.fr>

In collaboration with Jérôme François and Abdulqawi Saif
Internship duration : 4 to 6 months

Context

The emergence of Big Data and Software-Defined Storage has profoundly changed the way we think about
data management. Designing data storage solutions has become similar to designing distributed systems, with
all its complexity and the need to consider fault tolerance and recovery mechanisms. As a result, adequate
tools are required for evaluating such solutions and uncovering design problems and software bugs.

The Distem emulator is a software tool to experiment on distributed systems (Cloud, P2P, HPC). Using an
homogeneous cluster of nodes (such as one from the Grid’5000 testbed) and Linux technologies (containers-
like), Distem can create a virtual execution environment where nodes and network have heterogeneous
performance (that can vary during the course of an experiment), and where faults can be introduced on
demand in other to stress the software under test.

Description

The goal of this project is to extend the Distem emulator in order to support experimen-
tation on Software-Defined Storage solutions.

Typically, the intern will :

1. Evaluate requirements for experiments on SDS, by doing a survey of existing experimentation tools
and recent experimental studies.

2. Design extensions to Distem to enable/enhance experimental capabilities in the context of SDS. One
specific item of interest is the emulation of I/O performance : providing the ability to virtually reduce
the performance of storage devices in order to uncover problems in the way a SDS solution will
mitigate such failing nodes (typically by balancing the load over other nodes).

3. Evaluate those extensions by performing experiments on SDS solutions, hopefully outlining issues in
those solutions.

Links

— Distem : http ://distem.gforge.inria.fr/
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